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Abstract— India a country with huge Population Approx.1, 

350,438098 and second most Populous Country after China, 

Ecommerce plays an important role in enhancing economy 

growth of country. India has the world’s Seventh-largest 

economy by nominal GDP and the third largest by purchasing 

power party (PPP). The country ranks 139th in per capita 

GDP (nominal), Although India have World fastest growing 

Economy. Modern Ecommerce can lead to Superfast growing 

Economy of Country. The small shopkeepers are negligible 

to participate in economy growth. It has seemed that the small 

shopkeepers can grow a huge income. If we connect the small 

shopkeepers from whole country with the medium of 

Ecommerce App, It will help in growing the business of 

shopkeepers as well as big business in fast medium and that 

can leads to Superfast Economy Growths of country. The 

main problem why the Indian shopkeeper has not connect in 

decades with the ecommerce: 

1) High charges of websites and App 

2) Lack of knowledge of Internet 

3) Maintenance of Application 

If a country develop a single App that can interact with 

shopkeeper and User (online buyer) in whole country and 

locally in city by the medium of Mobile App. With means of 

GPS whenever a user goes to particular street or city, if the 

user open an app that he/she can find the locally shop in street 

or city or village and can buy product online cash on delivery. 

Whereas advantage in time where a big ecommerce site like 

Amazon, Flipkart, etc. delivery the product in three (3) or two 

(2) days even in a metropolitan cities. These app can bring 

Revolutionary in heredity of ecommerce generation by 

delivering the product within 30 (thirty) minutes even in 

village. According to survey it said that the product which we 

buy online from big ecommerce site it is already available in 

their native cities.    

 
Fig. 1: Smartphone data(from statista.com) 

According to statistic data in India by 2022 there will be 

approx.442.5 million Smart Phone users in India i.e. huge 

consumer. In India we have high speed internet compare to 

other countries, it’s all thanks to jio who had made the country 

in making forward in term of internet with the cheaper plan 

and always at reasonable speed. The combination of 

smartphone and good internet has already made the country 

one of a kind. 
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I. YOUTH EMPLOYMENT 

With the motive of involving the student and youth of whole 

country for the means of knowing the value of money and 

hard work in he/she’s entire life.   

By just delivering the product in just in his locality 

within just 1km can earn handsome money. 

By using the technology and algorithm like Real-

time peer-to-peer sharing like Uber (A modern Riding App) 

means when user will order a product the quote will go to 

shopkeeper and for delivering the shopkeeper need a 

workmen who will delivered his product i.e. when a youth 

want a job at that time he/she’s will simply open the app and 

the app is designed in a such a way whoever (youth) first who 

want delivery the product goes to him and if second youth 

tries then his quote will automatically goes to the another 

shopkeeper like changing ride in Uber. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF APP 

Application consists of three major modules: 

1) Shopkeeper Module, B. Buyer Module 

2) Youth Module, D.  Admin Module 

A. Shopkeeper Module (Seller) 

The Shopkeeper has to create an account to use the 

application. When the Shopkeeper opens the application for 

the first time, he has to Sign up in the app with his all detail. 

Adhar Card is mandatory to Sign up in app after the E-KYC 

only a Shopkeeper can use the app. 

The Interface of the App will be very simple so the 

Shopkeeper can use easily, just click of Photo his Shop 

product with price and publish in his shop profile. 

Shopkeeper can send notification of product to buyer like 

offers and discount in his shop via a S.M.S or via Email.  

B. User Module(Buyer) 

The App user also has to create an account to use the 

application. When a User opens the application for the first 

time, he has to Sign up in the app with his all detail. 

Adhar Card is mandatory to Sign up in app after the 

E-KYC only a User can use the app. 

Adhar Card is mandatory because for security 

Purpose of the Nation and avoids fraud infection in app. 

The Interface of the App will be very simple so the 

User can use easily, just like a Facebook profile it will show 

shop profile with all product which the shopkeeper had 

published and which are locally available. 

When a user move from one place to another it will 

show shop within only two or three km only. 
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The user can compare one product in two or more 

shop which is in local in term of price and in term of quality. 

The user can write reviews and rating about the shop 

and its products. The User will have the option of payment 

like   e-payment, Net banking, Paytm, Payment wallet etc. 

The user can track the Order by the means of GPS and can 

see who is delivering his product and contact mobile no. User 

can also give rating to Delivery worker. The Buyer can get 

notification of shop locally which he/she had subscribed. 

C. Youth Module(Worker) 

Smartphone with good internet connectivity is required to 

work in this app. 

The Worker has to create an account to use the 

application. When the Worker (Youth or who wants to Work) 

opens the application for the first time, he has to Sign up in 

the app with his all detail. 

Adhar Card is mandatory to Sign up in app after the 

E-KYC only a Worker can use the app. 

With a valid verification of e-kyc a worker work his 

own smartphone. 

Adhar Card is mandatory because for security 

Purpose of the Nation and avoids fraud infection in app. 

When a worker or youth need a job he need to 

simply open app and goes to delivery option and he/she will 

get the order after that he/she  need to go to the shop & pick 

up the order and deliver to Buyer place. 

After successful delivered the worker is paid from 

the shop in term of per delivery basis. 

There will be need of Legal Age of working in this 

app and the App will automatically determine the age of 

worker. If a worker is student and has age 17 – 18 can only 

delivery during 4pm to 5pm only. Students can only delivery 

the product within 1km of its place of residing and paid per 

delivery. 

The worker of above 18 of age can do full-time job 

and paid per delivery. 

D. Admin Module(Developer) 

The Admin will develop an App which is like website 

replacer in term of app because the shopkeeper cannot afford 

website so the admin will make only one app where the entire 

seller from the country put their product (like Advertisement) 

in the app by just clicking photo of product which is inside 

his shop and the app will be free of cost for nation 

development. 

Admin the creator of App will manage the huge data 

and huge network traffic from whole country and provide 

maintenance of app. 

The App will be using Google map for location 

tracking of product between buyer and seller. 

In place of high cost GPS IOT equipment the Mobile 

phone will replace worker mobile into GPS tracking device 

like in Uber and Ola. 

III. ONE RUPEE INITIATIVE 

Do you think that One Rupee can bring change against 

Poverty, Economy, and Health in Country? 

Yes it can because we have huge population of 1.3 

billion people in our country and that amazing. 

If we take an oath of donating One Rupee to 

Government of India for our country development, Orphans 

and Development in Education in India through every 

transaction of Order from whole Country. 

We can fight against the Poverty, Health, and 

Education of our country. 

There is simple logic in it, if a half of population is 

not using app and half is using then like we have approx.15 

million people will be using app. If the traffic is 15 million 

and 10 million people are ordering the product, and in every 

product one rupee is donating by user in every transaction 

then 10 million per/day donation to government for change in 

society. If we calculate for 30 days (one month) that means 

30 million. 

30 million per/month can fight against the poverty 

of India 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF APP 

1) Contribution in Growth of Economy of Country 

2) Solution for Unemployment in Country 

3) Less Pollution in country 

4) Delivery in just 30 minutes whereas other websites takes 

2 to 3 days 

5) Growth of Small Shop and Small Business at faster rate. 

6) Not only a cities even a small village can enjoy the 

service. 

7) Next step towards the Digitize India. 

8) Less Time Consuming 

9) App can help going towards Cashless Society at a faster 

rate. 

10) Less Physical traffic jams in city. 

11) Next step toward the next Generation of Ecommerce. 

12) Fast replacement of product just by click on replacement 

option or you visit shop. 

12) Not Required of Warehouses  

13) Most benefits to small business like: 

1) Farmer can sell their product directly; product like 

vegetable i.e. the Consumer has more chance get 

more fresh vegetable  

2) Like small Startup of milk diary and Organic farming 

can provide a pure milk of cow and Pure Organic 

Vegetable directly to consumers. 

14) Helping the country to fight against the poverty by the 

means of “ONE RUPEE INITIATIVES” the money will 

directly goes to Government of India to utilize money in 

term of Orphan, Homeless People and Development of 

School in India. 

15) Small business and startup can scale their business 

quickly at the rate of super speed 

16) App will be provided to Consumer in country as 

Absolutely Free of cost 

V. DISADVANTAGE 

1) Huge Network Traffic due to shopkeeper staying online 

24 hrs. In the same app. 

2) High maintenances Cost of App and Data center is 

required. 

3) Less Quality of Packaging. 
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4) With the huge Network traffic the site may crash but the 

most intelligent brain is present in India they can fix the 

problem anytime.   

5) Initial cost of product which will be selling by the seller 

will be above 50 rupee; if a consumer wants a product of 

30 rupee then he/she needs to buy 2 products which mean 

60 rupee. 

6) To make the people understand about app, how it works 

will take around 6 month to 1 year. But if the Promotion 

of App is done properly within the National television 

and Support of Indian Government there will no hurdle 

for the successes of this app. 

7) Initial cost of development is low but with increase in 

user the app maintenance cost will increase in future. 

8) High call center support will be missing because the 

order will be maintain by the owner of shop 

9) Highly skilled people are required for ADMIN support 

of App and Security of App to prevent from the user data 

hacking. If the Government of India Support the app and 

connect with Adhar card to user, and recruit some IT 

professional and again an IT professional will get job. 

VI. SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF BETWEEN USER AND BUYER 

1) App User, Buyer and Delivery Workmen(Youth) 

2) Have to Sign up within his/her Adhar card No. with the 

e-kyc so that there is no fake case or fraud case in App 

User or buyer. 

3) Every Second transaction detailed will be kept in Secure 

Data base. 

4) With the use of GPS, the owner can monitor whether the 

product has delivered to or not in time. 

5) Even the user can see the where the Ordered product is 

and can pay by COD or Wallet etc. 

6) If Incase the product is not delivered and the workmen 

fraud and lost somewhere at that case the shopkeeper has 

every right to CASE against him by Adhar Details police 

can get its address, and etc.  

7) If Incase the Shopkeeper is makes a fraud and lost 

somewhere in that case the User has every right to CASE 

against him by Adhar Details police can get its address, 

and etc.  

8) If Incase User (Buyer) makes fraud and not making 

payment of which he/she order in case of not cancelling. 

The Shopkeeper has every right file CASE against him. 

9) Only Adhar card Number will be disclosed in app 

between three people User, Buyer, Deliver to fight 

against the fraud. In time of CASE the Only the Police 

has right to retrieve its Name, Address, Phone No, Father 

Name etc. 

10) All the User, Seller, Workmen data will be stored in most 

Secure Data Base in Country. 

11) Every Penny of donation transaction to Government and 

User transaction will be recorded to know whether the 

Country is growing economy or not. And to know the 

country changing by the means of modern ecommerce or 

not. 

12) Every Year the total donation money by the user of 

country will be shown in television. 

13) No Other person can access the App without the User ID 

and Password. 

14) If a user forgot a Password or User ID He/she has to 

retrieve by his/her Adhar card No. and Again he/she has 

to do e-kyc.  

15) Mobile No should be linked with Adhar Card before 

Signup So that he/she can do E-kyc. 

16) Many AI based system will introduce in future like Login 

with Finger Print and Face Recognition system etc. 

VII. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 2: System block diagram 

VIII. COMPARE PRICE DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 3: Compare price diagram 

Whenever a User Open its App the app will automatically 

detect the location of user and shows the shop nearby him/her. 

The App will also compare the price of product between two 

Sellers. User can buy product directly and can contact 

Shopkeeper for further details about the product. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

It is an Idea a Mobile Application which can generate a huge 

Economy of country, Control Pollution, Solution for Youth 

Unemployment and the app will be fighting against the 

poverty of India. The idea of This App can bring the next 

generation of ecommerce. With the 100% customer 
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Satisfaction of product for seller, it will truly help to provide 

next step toward the Digitization of India.   
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